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01.0
ACROSS THE BARREL, 
ACROSS THE WORLD.
From a standing start in 2006, VTTI has pursued an aggressive growth 
strategy to serve the needs of traders worldwide.

The fast-growing VTTI network has  

been created by listening to customers, 

understanding product flows and  

identifying where we can add value. 

So alongside major capacity, we offer 

excellent geography. 

We have chosen our locations carefully  

to help you maximise opportunities,  

right across the world.

Take a sweep of the globe and you will  

find us providing active solutions in the  

key energy locations.

From Seaport Canaveral, Florida, serving 

US East Coast imports, cruise liners and the 

Gulf of Mexico; to the largest energy hub in 

Europe, ARA (Amsterdam, Rotterdam and 

Antwerp); to the key bunkering centre of 

Fujairah, UAE; to the vibrant Asian market 

of Singapore.

As importantly, we work right across the 

barrel, enabling our customers to operate 

where and when they require.

From crude oil, low-flash K-1 product and 

Jet A1, through to fuel oil, distillates, methanol 

and gases such as LPG. 

This means you have a global partner who is 

ready and able to address your needs. And to 

do so with consistently high standards of 

safety, reliability and speed.

Across 5 continents

We operate 24x7x365

We operate in 11 countries

8.7 million m3 capacity
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02.0
ENERGY STORAGE 
CREATED BY TRADERS, 
FOR TRADERS.
There is a good reason why we have a unique insight into energy traders and 
their needs: we were founded by one of the world’s most successful. 

VTTI was created, and is co-owned, by Vitol, 

one of the largest independent energy 

traders in the world. In 2010 they were joined 

by MISC, a leading international shipping and 

maritime conglomerate. 

With this direct line to traders’ needs, VTTI 

has been designed from the ground up to 

bring traders a new kind of energy storage. 

At VTTI, they find instant decisions and fewer 

layers. Faster response and less bureaucracy. 

High safety standards, and access to brains 

that are as entrepreneurial as their own. The 

result is that VTTI is not just a passive storage 

company; we are an active and dynamic link 

in a complex supply chain. 

VTTI has built state of the art greenfield 

terminals and has acquired and transformed 

existing businesses. So although our fleet spans 

everything from leading-edge new builds in 

Asia, Cyprus and Florida, to fully upgraded 

facilities with years of service behind them, our 

hallmarks are consistent across the network.

Wherever you deal with us, you’ll find us safe, 

lean, efficient and flexible.

“At VTTI we know that by being safe, reliable and 
instantly responsive, we have the ability to help our 
customers seize market opportunities. Put simply, 
our role is to help you achieve more.”

ROB NIJST, CEO

The Vitol Group is an energy and 
commodities company. Physical trading, 

logistics and distribution are at the core of 
the business, but these are complemented 

by refining, shipping, terminals, 
exploration and production, power 

generation, mining and retail businesses. 
Founded in Rotterdam in 1966, today the 

company has almost 40 offices worldwide 
and its largest operations are in Geneva, 

Houston, London and Singapore. In 2014 
the group traded 268 million tonnes of 
crude and oil products and generated 

revenues of $270 billion.

We stand on firm foundations. VTTI is co-owned by two of the  
world’s most successful players in the energy sector: 
The Vitol Group and MISC Berhad.

The MISC Group is one of the world’s 
leading international shipping and 
maritime conglomerates. Established in 
1968, the company’s major shareholder 
is PETRONAS, the national oil company 
of Malaysia, ranked among the FORTUNE 
Global 500 largest companies in the 
world. MISC operates a modern and 
well-diversified fleet of more than 130 
vessels totalling approximately 14 million 
deadweight tonnes and is one of the 
world’s leading owner-operators of LNG 
carriers and a market leader in lightering 
operations for U.S. Gulf ship-to-ship 
transfers. MISC is also involved in tank 
terminals, offshore floating facilities; repair 
and conversion of marine vessels as well as 
engineering and construction of offshore 
structures for the oil and gas industry.
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03.0
HSE EXCELLENCE. 
THE SINGLE MOST 
IMPORTANT AIM  
WE HAVE.
Profit, speed, convenience, competitive edge – in today’s market, there are 
many pressures on a terminal facility.

However at VTTI, the absolute priority of 
safety is non-negotiable. Nothing is allowed 
to override the well-being of people or the 
environments in which we work. To this end 
we have a health, environment and safety 
(HSE) policy with a clear and uniform set of 
standards that apply to all of our terminal 
facilities worldwide.

HSE POLICY
Our VTTI HSE Policy is a statement of intent: a 
set of beliefs, standards and actions aimed at 
achieving world-class levels of personal and 
environmental safety.

•  We view any accident or incident as 
unacceptable. 

•  We comply with all applicable local 
regulations as a minimum. 

•  We set uniform VTTI standards for every 
terminal, which are in some cases higher 
than local regulations. 

•  We work to the VTTI Integrated HSE 
Management Manual which includes both 
performance management and root cause 
analysis. 

•  We design and provide training and 
support which results in every terminal 
being operated by qualified personnel. 

•  We invest in infrastructure with the aim 
of avoiding harm to people and our 
environments, both inside and outside  
our terminals. 

•  We promote good HSE practice as a 
fundamental part of employment on  
our sites; it is everyone’s responsibility. 

•  We constantly measure our HSE 
performance and include contractors  
in our figures when they are working on  
our sites. 

“We not only operate in heavy industry, we also  
store and move hazardous product. So our approach  
to safety is quite simple: it overrides any other 
consideration. Full stop.” 

MARGIT BLOK  
DIRECTOR HSE, VTTI
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03.1
PERSONAL SAFETY: 
INSIDE AND OUT.
All accidents are the same. They could have been avoided. 

Pursuing improvement in HSE is a journey 
without an end. No terminal can ever be ‘too 
safe’, and nor can our operations tread too 
lightly. For this reason, every operational and 
environmental action we take is governed by 
VTTI’s Integrated HSE Management Manual.

We combine this with a no-blame culture. 
Everyone feels free, and is positively 
encouraged, to speak up if they see 
something wrong. The only important 
thing is to fix it, learn from it and make sure 
everyone goes home safe.

ONLY THINGS THAT ARE MEASURED 
GET IMPROVED
Every site, regardless of its age and type,  
is measured by the same metrics.

Total Injury Rate
We gauge the safety performance of each 
of our terminals by assessing its Total Injury 
Rate (TIR). This metric reflects lost-time 
incidents, cases requiring medical treatment, 
injuries that lead to a restriction of normal 
work duties, and fatalities. We also include all 
our contractors in our TIRs.

SAFETY LIVES IN THE FUTURE, NOT 
THE PAST
Although it provides vital learning, the TIR is a 
‘lagging’ indicator; it only shines a light on the 
past. Therefore, VTTI also focuses on ‘leading’ 
indicators which are aimed at prevention and 
improvement.

Safety Observation Rounds
At every terminal we carry out Safety 
Observation Rounds. The objective is to 
make sure that good safety behaviour is 
being practised, and this is observed by 
a team composed of management and 
operators. They are trained to identify where 
improvements can be made, and their 
findings are logged, assessed and acted on.

‘Near-miss’ reporting
At VTTI we treat a near-miss in exactly  
the same way we do an actual incident: its 
root cause must be assessed to make sure  
we address it and prevent it from  
happening again. 

Near-misses are all too easily forgotten, so 
we have an active programme to encourage 

employees to report them, however trivial 
they may seem.

VTTI has invested in a management 
system for use by all: Quality Online 
(QoL), which includes a reporting tool to 
share experiences and discuss solutions. 
Importantly, everyone who logs a near-
miss will later receive an update on what 
the review found and the follow-up action 
designed to stop it happening again.

THE CHALLENGE
Like any new terminal, our team was  
drawn from employees who had 
experienced a variety of other company 
cultures. As a result, we needed to instil a 
complete mindset change, recognising 
that our priority was not simply loading  
or unloading ships and filling tanks. It 
demanded that everyone takes ownership, 
recognising that HSE is a core value and the 
responsibility of every one of us.

THE RESPONSE
We created a ‘top down-bottom up’  
HSE culture, supported by management 
coaching, goal setting and performance 
monitoring. In particular, we focused on 
four areas: introducing a LOTO (lockout, 
tagout) system; boosting operational 
safety in loading arm operations;  
revising valve design for easier and safer 
operation; and improving the design of  
the pigging system.

THE RESULT
The key metrics make good reading. 
There have been no lost time incidents 
(LTIs) at ATB for three consecutive years, 
and near-miss reporting has increased. 
Preventative measures such as safety 
observation rounds (SORs) are also well 
over the minimum targets. The terminal 
recently took second place in a national 
HSE excellence awards contest with  
28 other terminals nationwide. Naturally, 
our goal now is to come first as we continue  
to embed HSE into the hearts and minds  
of everyone who works here.

“If you work at VTTI,  
no matter what your role, 
you work in safety.”
AHMAD MD KAHAR
HSE MANAGER, ATB, JOHOR, MALAYSIA 
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“Driving down energy 
consumption is business  
as usual at VTTI.”
DIRK JAN KWAKKEL 
PROJECT MANAGER, ETA

THE PROBLEM
Even when you invest in leading-edge 
technology, there can be surprises 
waiting for you. When we installed a new 
vapour combustion system at one of our 
terminals, we discovered it was using huge 
amounts of natural gas. 

OUR RESPONSE
We investigated the problem and 
discovered that the manually controlled 
inlet was admitting far too much air 
(oxygen). This was cooling the unit, which 
in turn consumed excessive amounts 
of gas to maintain the very high running 
temperature it requires (850oC). We made 
modifications, automating the air inlet 
system and recoding the software.

THE RESULT
The project resulted in a major energy 
saving of 60%, equating to a reduction 
in running costs of around € 1.1m a year. 
We also gave our team new training 
and procedures on using the system, 
to deploy it more selectively according 
to operational need. We believe the 
combined effect of these measures will 
avoid wasting over 3.4 million m³ of natural 
gas each year.

We are committed to comply, at a minimum, 
with all local environmental legislation in 
force wherever we operate. Indeed, in some 
territories, our own standards are tougher 
than local laws actually demand.

In particular, our investment and focus  
falls on: 

Vapour treatment
The various hydrocarbon products we 
handle come with hazardous vapours, and 
some with noticeable odours. VTTI is guided 
by local legislation and has installed leading-
edge vapour treatment units (VTUs) at 
several of our terminals. We employ different 
techniques including combustion treatment, 
and recovery using activated carbons. 
We also listen carefully to local residents 
and regard being good neighbours as a 
fundamental part of our role day-to-day. 

Wastewater treatment
Like many industrial processes, terminal 
operations produce waste products which 
may not be discharged into the environment 
without first being treated. In particular, 
aromatics such as xylene, benzene and 
toluene require additional treatment.

VTTI has invested heavily in water treatment 
technology, including techniques involving 
advanced oil/water separation, and 
recognised bacteriological processes. Again, 
wastewater treatment and standards are 
governed by legislation and, as a minimum, 
VTTI is committed to comply with all local 
demands.

Soil protection & remediation
While some of our terminals are new from the 
ground up, others have a long history such 
as our site in Amsterdam (ETA). This dates 
back to the 1930s, when effects of leaks and 
spills were less known. We have recognised 

the need for investment in long-term soil 
remediation and protection plans for ETA,  
as well as terminals in Ventspils and Antwerp. 
At other locations, we continuously monitor 
for any historical contamination, and at a 
minimum comply with all local laws to ensure 
that there is no threat to water supplies.

Compliance module 
In a world where environmental legislation 
is becoming ever-more demanding, VTTI 
has rolled out a programme to equip all of 
our terminals with an online compliance 
tool. This assists our teams with identifying 
the full detail of local legislation, as well as 
enabling us to demonstrate our actions 
to authorities. The tool also gives teams 
access to environmental data from other 
VTTI terminals, encouraging the sharing of 
knowledge, experiences and connections  
to trusted external specialists.

THE ENVIRONMENT.
RESPECT AND 
PROTECT.
VTTI operates in heavy industry, and also handles products which have the 
potential to be hazardous to people and the environment.

03.2
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CO NECTED 
 TH NKINGSince Day One in 2006, we have aimed to

build the most talented force of professionals
in the sector. 

This means not only recruiting expertise and 
potential, but also commitment. Every one of 
our people understands that they are directly 
or indirectly a key link in the chain that 
enables a customer to realise an opportunity.

VTTI employees therefore possess qualities 
you can’t teach. Initiative; lateral thinking; the 

entrepreneurial gene that leads them to 
behave like business owners. 

So when we find good people, we take every 
step to keep them. Our structure is flat and 
meritocratic. We invest heavily in training to 
keep skills sharp and relevant, and develop 
careers through opportunities all over  
the world.

All of which, we believe, is reflected in the 
experiences of the traders who choose us.
Customers are our business and we never 
forget it.

CONNECTED  
TALENT.
VTTI is a service company. So although our locations, infrastructure 
and automation rank among the leaders in the industry, this is not 
in itself enough. 

THE NEED
VTTI operates all over the world, in 
different countries, cultures and markets. 
We therefore needed a unifying ‘code’ that 
binds us together under a common set of 
qualities and standards.

OUR RESPONSE
We created The VTTI Way by focusing 
on five qualities. They define us as 
being Dynamic Strategists; Risk Savvy; 
Creative Owners; Collective Leaders; and 
Productive People. Governing each is 
the overriding requirement to be safe in 
everything we do.

THE RESULT
The VTTI Way manifests itself in many 
ways, ranging from the dynamic way we 
react to opportunities to sharpening our 
determination to work safely. Just one 
example is process auditing, where a 
team from one terminal brings a fresh pair 
of expert eyes to the safety of another. 
This is Collective Leadership in action: 
pooling experience and teaming up for the 
common good.

“The VTTI Way expresses 
the way we work and act, 
and how we can do  
better for our customers, 
and ourselves.”
RIEN DE JONG 
HR DIRECTOR, VTTI

04.0
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“In Customer Services we 
always try to say ‘yes’.  
On one occasion, to suit  
a particular vessel, we 
even constructed all-new 
connections to a deep 
water jetty”.
ANZELA ZASCERINSKA 
CUSTOMER SERVICES, VNT, LATVIA

THE PROBLEM
We had an urgent request from a customer 
that required us to load a Suezmax vessel 
of 150,000mt. At the time, this was beyond 
our normal service, and a temporary 
solution previously agreed with the 
harbour master in 2010 was no longer 
workable.

OUR RESPONSE
The fairly drastic steps it required to 
satisfy a customer did not deter us. 
The only solution lay in designing and 
constructing all-new connections and 
pipelines in winter. VNT’s Technical Division 
urgently designed and constructed the 
new connection infrastructure, and 
the Operations Division made all the 
preparations so the vessel could load  
on schedule.

THE RESULT
A delighted customer. Their vessel was 
handled by VNT just a month after the first 
call. We were also proud to set an all-time 
record: the largest cargo ever loaded by 
VNT into a single vessel.

05.0

HOW WE SERVE OUR 
CUSTOMERS BETTER. 

SERVICE
The global energy sector never 
sleeps and neither do we.

From market dynamics and world events to climatic conditions 
and logistics, the modern supply chain must react to constantly 
changing dynamics. Our role is therefore to devise flexible 
solutions, 24/7, and always think one step ahead.

SOLUTIONS
The portfolio of products handled 
by VTTI is wide, and getting wider.

We offer complete solutions across the barrel: 
from crude, gasoline and naphtha to Jet A1, fuel oil and diesel. 
We are also open-minded and willing to discuss any need that 
our infrastructure and widespread locations can usefully serve. 
For example, we have a growing business in LPG storage. We are 
also responding to customer demand with a potential move into 
aromatics, based on the three key ‘BTX’ chemicals of benzene, 
toluene and xylene.

SPEED
Our industry is driven by the need  
for speed.

Our customers are in business to seize opportunities and they 
need terminals that can make them happen. In turn, that requires 
reliable jetty access, fast flow rates, polished turnarounds, reliable 
infrastructure and excellent road/rail/barge/pipeline connections. 
Every VTTI terminal has therefore been created and upgraded to 
respond to the most demanding of supply chains.

HSE
VTTI works to some of the highest 
HSE standards in the world.

No consideration is ever allowed to override the safe running 
of a terminal and the well-being of our people, neighbouring 
residents or the environment. We invest in safety through 
preventive technologies; through constant and refreshed training; 
and through instilling a safety culture which every employee, 
contractor and visitor is required to understand and follow.

14
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“We’re proud of the reputation 
we’ve gained, not only for 
high functioning assets,  
but also for our motivation  
to find ways to meet 
changing customer needs.”
JARED PEARL
CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER, VTTI

THE OPPORTUNITY
A major global energy supplier required 
a dedicated, leading-edge facility in 
the UAE for crude storage, processing 
and fuel oil blending. They had very 
strict requirements concerning sulphur 
contamination control, the need for 
low-flash feedstocks handling, and a tight 
development timeline. 

OUR RESPONSE
At VTTI FTL we had an ideal plot of land 
next to our main storage terminal. This 
raised the possibility of creating precisely 
the new facility the customer needed, 
from the ground up. Within a week of the 
first approach, our Commercial team was 
working with our Technical, Operations and 
Projects functions. The task: to scope out 
the feasibility of constructing a bespoke 
430,000 m3 crude-to-fuel oil system, 
linking in the clients’ new processing units, 
to enable processing and blending. Within 
a month, we had the proposed design for 
the customer to consider. 

THE RESULT
Just five months after their initial approach, 
the customer was signing a contract for 
VTTI to provide an operations service for 
the process units.

The construction will be equally fast-track: 
the completed facility is scheduled to go 
live in Q2 2016.

With trading running in our parentage, VTTI 
was always going to be customer-centric in 
every aspect of its approach.

This is why we constantly critique what we 
do. Are our services and facilities evolving 
to meet the market’s needs? What can we 
offer that others don’t? Do we match our 
customers’ ambitions and goals? 

Our determination to meet all kinds of needs 
has, for example, seen us repurposing surplus 
LPG spheres to create fully modernised 
storage for a petrochemicals client. We 
are also building ‘to order’ tank and line 
configurations on our sites for customers in 
Europe, as well as a major new storage facility 
for a new processing customer in 
Fujairah, UAE. 

And, every day, we’re turning our abilities  
to blends, transfers and special requests 
that add value and enable our customers  
to seize opportunities.

In this ever-unpredictable market, we’re with 
those customers through every twist, turn and 
opportunity. Each challenge allows us to be 
creative, and show exactly what sets us apart.

COMMERCIAL 
THINKING.
By constantly analysing the markets and understanding our customers’ 
drivers, we sharpen and refine our efforts to add value.

06.0
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Seaport Canaveral, Florida

ETT, Rotterdam

ATB, Johor*

VTTI FTL, Fujairah*

ETA, Amsterdam

ATPC, Antwerp

* Existing capacity. Further expansion now under construction at ATB and VTTI FTL is not included in the current MLP structure.

453,000

TERMINAL CAPACITY m3

1,118,000

893,000

1,328,000

1,180,000

674,000

1. NORTH AMERICA Florida, USA

2. ARA REGION Amsterdam / Rotterdam / Antwerp

3. MIDDLE EAST Fujairah, United Arab Emirates

4. ASIA Johor, Malaysia

1. 2.

3. 4.
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VTTI broke new ground in 2014, being the 
first international terminal company to 
achieve a listing in the US as a master limited 
partnership (MLP).

VTTI Energy Partners LP is a fee-based, 
growth-oriented limited partnership, created 
to own, operate, develop and acquire refined 
petroleum product and crude oil terminals, 
and related energy infrastructure.

The company’s primary business objective is 
to generate stable and predictable cash flows 

in order to deliver quarterly cash distributions 
to unitholders, and to increase those 
distributions over time.

Revenues come from long-term, fee-based 
contracts, with customers who are major 
industry participants and have strong credit 
profiles.

The company’s initial assets comprise a 
broad-based portfolio of six terminals that 
are strategically located in key energy hubs 
of the world. Cumulatively, they offer 396 

tanks with a combined total storage capacity 
of 35.5 million barrels, or 5.6 million m3 

capacity. The company is also well-placed  
for further expansion by leveraging its own 
network and relationships with its owners, 
Vitol and MISC.

There are significant opportunities for 
growth through acquisitions from VTTI  
or third parties; organic development 
opportunities; greenfield construction;  
and by optimising existing assets.

VTTI  
ENERGY PARTNERS LP.
Following an over-subscribed initial public offering (IPO), VTTI Energy 
Partners LP was listed on the New York Stock Exchange on 
1 August 2014.

“We have been warmly received by 
investors as a differentiated business 
with a truly global portfolio. As we 
deliver stable cash flows and grow the 
asset base, it will allow us to pay the 
steadily growing dividend that our 
investors expect.”
ROBERT ABBOTT 
CFO, VTTI ENERGY PARTNERS LP

07.0
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Rail tank cars loaded 
and discharged 
worldwide in 2014

Tankers loaded 
worldwide in 201470,874 95,836 Seagoing vessels and barges 

loaded and discharged 
worldwide in 2014

10,681

08.0
CONNECTING FLOWS.
REALISING 
OPPORTUNITY.
Every day, VTTI connects tanks, pipes, vessels and talents to make the 
world’s oil flow.

Around the globe you will find us providing 

active solutions in the key energy locations. 

And whether you store with us in Asia, blend 

with us in Europe or need fast throughput in 

Russia, you can rely on reassuringly constant 

values: of safety, reliability and creative 

thinking to help you maximise opportunities. 

New infrastructure continues to widen our 

horizon still further. For example, we recently 

opened a major new storage facility in 

Vasiliko, Cyprus, creating a new energy hub in 

the Eastern Mediterranean.

VTTI is also constantly alert to shifting market 

dynamics and the opportunities for new 

projects that they may create.

So how, and where, can we help you?  

The following pages outline VTTI’s facilities 

around the world.

“We constantly scour the world for opportunities  
that are created by two phenomena: a structural 
imbalance in supply and demand, and a lack of 
required infrastructure.”

RUBEL YILMAZ, HEAD OF STRATEGY AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, VTTI

ETA, THE NETHERLANDS BNK, RUSSIA

VNT, LATVIA

VTTV, CYPRUS

ETT, THE NETHERLANDS

ROTAN PIPELINE

ATPC, BELGIUM

SEAPORT CANAVERAL, USA NAVGAS, NIGERIA

VITCO, ARGENTINA VTTI KENYA, MOMBASA ATB, MALAYSIA

VTTI FTL, UAEIPOS, US VIRGIN ISLANDS

ATB, MALAYSIA 893,000 m3

VTTI KENYA, MOMBASA 111,000 m3

NAVGAS, NIGERIA 16,000 m3

SEAPORT CANAVERAL, USA 452,000 m3

VITCO, ARGENTINA 218,000 m3

VTTV, CYPRUS 544,000 m3

PROJECTS
IPOS, US VIRGIN ISLANDS (STX) 10,000 m3

                                                     (STT) 13,750 m3

VTTI FTL, UAE Expansion  430,000 m3

ATB, MALAYSIA Phase 2 Expansion 260,000 m3

ROTAN PIPELINE, THE NETHERLANDS

TERMINALS
ETT, THE NETHERLANDS 1,118,000 m3

ETA, THE NETHERLANDS 1,328,000 m3

ATPC, BELGIUM 965,000 m3

VNT, LATVIA 1,195,000 m3

BNK, RUSSIA 49,000 m3

VTTI FTL, UAE 1,180,000 m3
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NETHERLANDS

GERMANY

Frankfurt

Hamburg

08.1 STATE OF THE ART, 
PERFECTLY LOCATED.

MAXIMUM 
DRAFT (m) 

21

OWNERSHIP  

90% VTTI

NUMBER  
OF JETTIES 

14

CAPACITY (m3)

1,118,000

NUMBER  
OF TANKS

28

ETT, ROTTERDAM 
EURO TANK TERMINAL B.V.  
THE NETHERLANDS

A state-of-the-art facility, ETT is strategically located in Europe’s 
busiest port of Rotterdam and is capable of receiving VLCCs. 
Specialising in fuel oil and middle distillates, ETT offers more than 
1,118,000 m³ capacity. Across its 28 tanks the terminal handles K1, 
K2 and K3 products including methanol, naphtha and jet fuel. ETT 
also means high performance, with its deep draft complemented 
by direct connections to truck, rail and Europe’s shared 7,400 mile 
pipeline system. A major pipeline project is also planned that will 
connect the terminal to the Port of Antwerp.

TERMINAL SPECIFICATION

TANK CAPACITY
Tank capacity 1,118,000 m3

Number of tanks 28

JETTIES
Number of jetties 14
Maximum draft* 21m
Maximum length 360m
Maximum width 58m
Classification** K1

TYPE TANK ACCESSIBILTY
Mild steel Seagoing vessel>180m
Mild steel coated Coaster
Mild steel insulated Barge
Stainless steel Road
Concrete Rail
Sphere Pipeline to other sites
Classification K1, K2, K3 Other –

PRODUCT SCOPE

MINERALS CHEMICALS VEGOILS
Crude Petrochemicals Palm oil
Gasoline Acids Soy oil
Jet fuel Base Molasses
Kerosene Solvents Oleochemical
Naphtha Lubricants Methylesters
Gasoil Alcohols Others –
Diesel Others –
LPG
Fuel oil
VGO
Others –

The above product list is an indication only, and it is not exclusive.

* For information only. Contact local port authority for detailed information.

** Flash point. K1< 21˚C; K2 21-55˚C; K3 > 55˚C
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EUROTANK
AMSTERDAM B.V. Amsterdam

London Rotterdam

Antwerp
Brussels

Lille

FRANCE

BELGIUM

NETHERLANDS

GERMANY

Frankfurt

Hamburg

08.2 UPGRADED FOR THE 
21ST CENTURY.

ETA, AMSTERDAM 
EUROTANK AMSTERDAM B.V.
THE NETHERLANDS

A long-established terminal, ETA has benefited from a heavy 
investment in retrofitting and upgrades. The terminal serves a 
strong gasoil market with traditional gasoline exports to countries 
such as Nigeria and the US. ETA’s key strengths are jetty flexibility 
coupled with a capacity for complex blending.

TERMINAL SPECIFICATION

TANK CAPACITY
Tank capacity 1,328,000 m3

Number of tanks 211

JETTIES
Number of jetties 11
Maximum draft* 14m
Maximum length 265m
Maximum width 43m
Classification** K1 or K3

TYPE TANK ACCESSIBILTY
Mild steel Seagoing vessel>180m
Mild steel coated Coaster
Mild steel insulated Barge
Stainless steel Road
Concrete Rail
Sphere Pipeline to other sites
Classification K1 or K3 Other –

PRODUCT SCOPE

MINERALS CHEMICALS VEGOILS
Crude Petrochemicals Palm oil
Gasoline Acids Soy oil
Jet fuel Base Molasses
Kerosene Solvents Oleochemical
Naphtha Lubricants Methylesters
Gasoil Alcohols Others –
Diesel Others –
LPG
Fuel oil
VGO
Others –

The above product list is an indication only, and it is not exclusive.

* For information only. Contact local port authority for detailed information.

** Flash point. K1 < 21˚C; K2 21-55˚C; K3 > 55˚C MAXIMUM 
DRAFT (m) 

14

OWNERSHIP  

100% VTTI

NUMBER  
OF JETTIES 

11

CAPACITY (m3)

1,328,000

NUMBER  
OF TANKS

21124



ATPC TERMINAL N.V. 

Amsterdam

London
Rotterdam

Antwerp
Brussels

Lille

FRANCE

BELGIUM

NETHERLANDS
GERMANY

Frankfurt

Hamburg

08.3
ATPC, ANTWERP 
ATPC TERMINAL N.V.
BELGIUM

Ideally located in the Port of Antwerp and connected to an 
extensive pipeline network, ATPC provides flexibility for hydrocarbon 
feedstock, intermediates and finished products.

ATPC owns one of the largest dedicated bitumen refining and 
upgrading plants in Europe, creating bespoke processing contracts 
for its customers. It also offers comprehensive vessel and rail 
facilities for LPG, recognising Antwerp’s position in Northern 
Europe’s petrochemical supply cluster. Separately, the terminal 
offers nearly one million m3 of commercial storage.

TERMINAL SPECIFICATION

TANK CAPACITY
Tank capacity 965,000 m3

Number of tanks 116

JETTIES
Number of jetties 12
Maximum draft* 14m
Maximum length 280m
Maximum width 48m
Classification** K1

TYPE TANK ACCESSIBILTY
Mild steel Seagoing vessel>180m
Mild steel coated Coaster
Mild steel insulated Barge
Stainless steel Road
Concrete Rail
Sphere Pipeline to other sites
Classification K1, K2, K3, K4 Other –

PRODUCT SCOPE

MINERALS CHEMICALS VEGOILS
Crude Petrochemicals Palm oil
Gasoline Acids Soy oil
Jet fuel Base Molasses
Kerosene Solvents Oleochemical
Naphtha Lubricants Methylesters
Gasoil Alcohols Others –
Diesel Others –
LPG
Fuel oil
VGO
Others –

The above product list is an indication only, and it is not exclusive.

* For information only. Contact local port authority for detailed information.

** Flash point. K1 < 21˚C; K2 21-55˚C; K3 > 55˚C; K4 > 100˚C

DIVERSE PRODUCTS, 
ONE STANDARD.

MAXIMUM 
DRAFT (m) 

14

OWNERSHIP  

100% VTTI

NUMBER  
OF JETTIES 

12

CAPACITY (m3)

965,000

NUMBER  
OF TANKS

11626



SIA VENTSPILS NAFTA TERMINALS

Riga

Tallinn

Ventspils

LATVIA

LITHUANIA

ESTONIA

08.4
VNT, VENTSPILS
SIA VENTSPILS NAFTA TERMINALS
LATVIA

Ventspils has built an enviable reputation as a safe and responsive 
conduit for clean products heading from East to West. Former Soviet 
Union countries are directly connected via pipeline and railway 
to its unique ice-free Baltic location. As well as flexible storage 
options, the terminal has blending capabilities and is the only facility 
in the region to offer added-value services such as butanisation. 
Its continuous modernisation programme has recently added 
new pump stations, and future plans are focused on a wider 
diversification of products and services, and to facilitate West to East 
product flows.

TERMINAL SPECIFICATION

TANK CAPACITY
Tank capacity 1,195,000 m3

Number of tanks 105 (26 coated)

JETTIES
Number of jetties 2 (4 berths)
Maximum draft* 15m
Maximum length 270m
Maximum width 45m
Classification** K1, K3

TYPE TANK ACCESSIBILTY
Mild steel Seagoing vessel>180m
Mild steel coated Coaster
Mild steel insulated Barge
Stainless steel Road
Concrete Rail
Sphere Pipeline to other sites
Classification K1, K2, K3 Other –

PRODUCT SCOPE

MINERALS CHEMICALS VEGOILS
Crude Petrochemicals Palm oil
Gasoline Acids Soy oil
Jet fuel Base Molasses
Kerosene Solvents Oleochemical
Naphtha Lubricants Methylesters
Gasoil Alcohols Others –
Diesel Others –
LPG
Fuel oil
VGO
Others –

The above product list is an indication only, and it is not exclusive.

* For information only. Contact local port authority for detailed information.

** Flash point. K1 < 21˚C; K2 21-55˚C; K3 > 55˚C MAXIMUM 
DRAFT (m) 

15

OWNERSHIP  

49% VTTI

NUMBER  
OF JETTIES 

2

CAPACITY (m3)

1,195,000

NUMBER  
OF TANKS

105

A MAJOR PLAYER IN  
THE BALTIC.
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JOINT STOCK COMPANY, BNK
Kaliningrad

Gdansk

POLAND

RUSSIA

LITHUANIA

08.5
BNK, KALININGRAD
JOINT STOCK COMPANY, BNK
RUSSIA

Our Kaliningrad facility is an ice-free port that occupies a unique 
position in the Russian exclave. It serves as a niche export location 
with its ability to handle low-flash product exports received by rail 
from Russia, Belarus and even Kazakhstan.

TERMINAL SPECIFICATION

TANK CAPACITY
Tank capacity 49,000 m3

Number of tanks 7

JETTIES
Number of jetties 1
Maximum draft* 8.5m
Maximum length 150m
Maximum width 25m
Classification** K1

TYPE TANK ACCESSIBILTY
Mild steel Seagoing vessel>180m
Mild steel coated Coaster
Mild steel insulated Barge
Stainless steel Road
Concrete Rail
Sphere Pipeline to other sites
Classification K1 Other –

PRODUCT SCOPE

MINERALS CHEMICALS VEGOILS
Crude (light) Petrochemicals Palm oil
Gasoline Acids Soy oil
Jet fuel Base Molasses
Kerosene Solvents Oleochemical
Naphtha Lubricants Methylesters
Gasoil Alcohols Others –
Diesel Others –
LPG
Fuel oil
VGO
Others  Y Gas condensate

The above product list is an indication only, and it is not exclusive.

* For information only. Contact local port authority for detailed information.

** Flash point. K1 < 21˚C; K2 21-55˚C; K3 > 55˚C

EFFICIENT THROUGHPUT, 
FAST AND SAFE.

MAXIMUM 
DRAFT (m) 

8.5

OWNERSHIP  

100% VTTI

NUMBER  
OF JETTIES 

1

CAPACITY (m3)

49,000

NUMBER  
OF TANKS

730



VTTI FUJAIRAH
TERMINALS LTD.

Fujairah

Muscat

Bandar Abbas

Dubai

Abu Dhabi

SAUDI ARABIA

U.A.E.

OMAN

IRAN

08.6
VTTI FTL, FUJAIRAH 
VTTI FUJAIRAH TERMINALS LTD.  
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Fujairah sits at the heart of the bunkering market, at the entry 
and exit point of the Gulf. The facility’s jetty flexibility and deep 
water mean that it can accommodate any size and type of vessel, 
for products right across the barrel. Already boasting more than 
1.1 million m³ of storage, a further 430,000 m3 capacity is being 
constructed to serve an independent energy business. Like the 
whole facility, this will benefit from its unique position directly 
adjacent to the oil berths of the Port of Fujairah. The facility also 
operates the Fujairah Refinery Limited (FRL) refinery, able to operate 
at up to 80,000 barrels per day.

TERMINAL SPECIFICATION

TANK CAPACITY
Tank capacity 1,180,000 m3 (expansion project to add 430,000 m3)

Number of tanks 47

JETTIES
Number of jetties 7
Maximum draft* 16.5m
Maximum length 250m/300m
Maximum width –
Classification** K1, K2, K3

TYPE TANK ACCESSIBILTY
Mild steel Seagoing vessel>180m
Mild steel coated Coaster
Mild steel insulated Barge
Stainless steel Road
Concrete Rail
Sphere Pipeline to other sites
Classification K1, K2, K3 Other –

PRODUCT SCOPE

MINERALS CHEMICALS VEGOILS
Crude Petrochemicals Palm oil
Gasoline Acids Soy oil
Jet fuel Base Molasses
Kerosene Solvents Oleochemical
Naphtha Lubricants Methylesters
Gasoil Alcohols Others –
Diesel Others –
LPG
Fuel oil
VGO
Others –

The above product list is an indication only, and it is not exclusive.

* For information only. Contact local port authority for detailed information.

** Flash point. K1 < 21˚C; K2 21-55˚C; K3 > 55˚C

A MAJOR  
GULF TERMINAL  
AND REFINERY.

MAXIMUM 
DRAFT (m) 

16.5

OWNERSHIP  

90% VTTI

NUMBER  
OF JETTIES 

7

CAPACITY (m3)

1,180,000
+ 430,000m3 (expansion)

NUMBER  
OF TANKS

4732



VITCO S.A.

Montevideo

Mar del Plata

Rosario

Zarate
Buenos Aires

URUGUAY

ARGENTINA

BRAZIL

08.7
VITCO, ZARATE 
VITCO S.A.  
ARGENTINA

Handling a full range of products, Vitco’s location at the Port of 
Zarate means it is ideally placed to receive imports and serve the 
growing internal markets of South America. This key asset enables 
convenient and efficient regional distribution of oil products by 
barge, vessel or truck. Demand has led to three phases of expansion, 
with the latest adding three new tanks and taking total nominal 
capacity to 218,000 m³.

TERMINAL SPECIFICATION

TANK CAPACITY
Tank capacity 218,000 m3

Number of tanks 24

JETTIES
Number of jetties 2
Maximum draft* 10.37m
Maximum length 230m
Maximum width 35m
Classification** K1

TYPE TANK ACCESSIBILTY
Mild steel Seagoing vessel>180m
Mild steel coated Coaster
Mild steel insulated Barge
Stainless steel Road
Concrete Rail
Sphere Pipeline to other sites
Classification K1 Other –

PRODUCT SCOPE

MINERALS CHEMICALS VEGOILS
Crude Petrochemicals Palm oil
Gasoline Acids Soy oil
Jet fuel Base Molasses
Kerosene Solvents Oleochemical
Naphtha Lubricants Methylesters
Gasoil Alcohols Others –
Diesel Others –
LPG
Fuel oil
VGO
Others –

The above product list is an indication only, and it is not exclusive.

* For information only. Contact local port authority for detailed information.

** Flash point. K1 < 21˚C; K2 21-55˚C; K3 > 55˚C

AN EXPANDING SUCCESS 
STORY.

MAXIMUM 
DRAFT (m) 

10.37

OWNERSHIP  

100% VTTI

NUMBER  
OF JETTIES 

2

CAPACITY (m3)

218,000

NUMBER  
OF TANKS

2434



SEAPORT CANAVERAL CORP.

Tampa

Fort Myers

Jacksonville

Gainesville

Orlando

FLORIDA, USA

08.8
SEAPORT CANAVERAL, 
FLORIDA 
SEAPORT CANAVERAL CORP.  
USA

Sixty miles from Orlando, on the East Coast of Florida, this new-build 
terminal was constructed by VTTI at a cost of around $150 million. It 
delivers an independent supply of petroleum products to the state 
with capacity for nearly 3 million barrels of refined products. Its 24 
tanks offer storage for gasoline, diesel, biodiesel, jet fuel and fuel oil. 
The terminal has two jetties, with a maximum draft of 12 metres, 
and direct loading infrastructure for barges, seagoing vessels, trucks 
and, separately, a dedicated pipeline for cruise ships.

TERMINAL SPECIFICATION

TANK CAPACITY
Tank capacity 452,000 m3

Number of tanks 24

JETTIES
Number of jetties 2
Maximum draft* 12m
Maximum length 246m
Maximum width –
Classification** K1

TYPE TANK ACCESSIBILTY
Mild steel Seagoing vessel>180m
Mild steel coated Coaster
Mild steel insulated Barge
Stainless steel Road
Concrete Rail
Sphere Pipeline to other sites
Classification K1, K2, K3 Other –

PRODUCT SCOPE

MINERALS CHEMICALS VEGOILS
Crude Petrochemicals Palm oil
Gasoline Acids Soy oil
Jet fuel Base Molasses
Kerosene Solvents Oleochemical
Naphtha Lubricants Methylesters
Gasoil Alcohols Others –
Diesel Others –
LPG
Fuel oil
VGO
Others –

The above product list is an indication only, and it is not exclusive.

* For information only. Contact local port authority for detailed information.

** Flash point. K1 < 21˚C; K2 21-55˚C; K3 > 55˚C

STATE OF THE ART IN THE 
SUNSHINE STATE.

MAXIMUM 
DRAFT (m) 

12

OWNERSHIP  

100% VTTI

NUMBER  
OF JETTIES 

2

CAPACITY (m3)

452,000

NUMBER  
OF TANKS

2436



Singapore

Batam

Johor Bahru

KluangBatu Pahat

Mersing

ATT TANJUNG
BIN SDN. BHD.

INDONESIA

MALAYSIA

08.9
ATB, JOHOR 
ATT TANJUNG BIN SDN. BHD.  
MALAYSIA

ATB is a world class terminal facility that opened in 2012 with an 
initial storage capacity of 893,000 m³. With its excellent regional 
location as part of the overall Singapore trading and pricing hub, it is 
ideally placed to offer regional distribution and can receive all tanker 
sizes including partially laden VLCCs. A Phase 2 project is adding a 
further 260,000 m3 capacity. 

TERMINAL SPECIFICATION

TANK CAPACITY
Tank capacity 893,000 m3 (expansion project to add 260,000 m3)

Number of tanks 41

JETTIES
Number of jetties 5
Maximum draft* 17.5m
Maximum length VLCC
Maximum width VLCC
Classification** K1

TYPE TANK ACCESSIBILTY
Mild steel Seagoing vessel>180m
Mild steel coated Coaster
Mild steel insulated Barge
Stainless steel Road
Concrete Rail
Sphere Pipeline to other sites
Classification API 650 Other –

PRODUCT SCOPE

MINERALS CHEMICALS VEGOILS
Crude Petrochemicals Palm oil
Gasoline Acids Soy oil
Jet fuel Base Molasses
Kerosene Solvents Oleochemical
Naphtha Lubricants Methylesters
Gasoil Alcohols Others –
Diesel Others –
LPG
Fuel oil
VGO
Others Butane

The above product list is an indication only, and it is not exclusive.

* For information only. Contact local port authority for detailed information.

** Flash point. K1 < 21˚C; K2 21-55˚C; K3 > 55˚C

LEADING EDGE STORAGE IN 
ASIA’S ENERGY HUB.

MAXIMUM 
DRAFT (m) 

17.5

OWNERSHIP  

100% VTTI

NUMBER  
OF JETTIES 

5

CAPACITY (m3)

893,000
+ 260,000m3 (expansion)

NUMBER  
OF TANKS

4138



Mombasa

Pemba Island
Tanga

VTTI KENYA LTD.

KENYA

UNITED REPUBLIC
OF TANZANIA

08.10
VTTI KENYA, MOMBASA 
VTTI KENYA LTD. 
KENYA

VTTI Kenya is one of the largest and most modern facilities in  
East Africa. Operational since July 2012, it offers 111,000 m³ of 
storage and is the only privately owned terminal to tie into the 
Kenya Pipeline in Mombasa. This takes product from Mombasa to 
Nairobi, and then on to Nakuru, Eldoret and Kisumu. Infrastructure 
in Western Kenya provides access to Ugandan markets and those  
of other land-locked countries further west.

TERMINAL SPECIFICATION

TANK CAPACITY
Tank capacity 111,000 m3

Number of tanks 10

JETTIES
Number of jetties 1
Maximum draft* 13.25m
Maximum length 259m
Maximum width –
Classification** K1

TYPE TANK ACCESSIBILTY
Mild steel Seagoing vessel>180m
Mild steel coated Coaster
Mild steel insulated Barge
Stainless steel Road
Concrete Rail
Sphere Pipeline to other sites
Classification K1, K3 Other –

PRODUCT SCOPE

MINERALS CHEMICALS VEGOILS
Crude Petrochemicals Palm oil
Gasoline Acids Soy oil
Jet fuel Base Molasses
Kerosene Solvents Oleochemical
Naphtha Lubricants Methylesters
Gasoil Alcohols Others –
Diesel Others –
LPG
Fuel oil
VGO
Others –

The above product list is an indication only, and it is not exclusive.

* For information only. Contact local port authority for detailed information.

** Flash point. K1 < 21˚C; K2 21-55˚C; K3 > 55˚C

ENERGY FOR 
EAST AFRICA.

MAXIMUM 
DRAFT (m) 

13.25

OWNERSHIP  

100% VTTI

NUMBER  
OF JETTIES 

1

CAPACITY (m3)

111,000

NUMBER  
OF TANKS

1040



NAVGAS LTD.

Lagos

Lome

Abidjan

Port Harcourt

NIGERIATOGO BENINGHANA

08.11
NAVGAS, LAGOS 
NAVGAS LTD.
NIGERIA

Navgas has been bringing the benefits of LPG to Nigeria since 2010. 
Working with an established local partner Nidogas, VTTI built two 
LPG spheres to serve the huge and growing Nigerian population 
with domestic gas. A key environmental and health benefit of this 
asset is that it provides a much cleaner and safer alternative to the 
hazardous domestic practice of burning kerosene or wood.

TERMINAL SPECIFICATION

TANK CAPACITY
Tank capacity 16,000 m3

Number of tanks 2

JETTIES
Number of jetties 1
Maximum draft* 11m
Maximum length 186m
Maximum width 27.5m
Classification** K1

TYPE TANK ACCESSIBILTY
Mild steel Seagoing vessel>180m
Mild steel coated Coaster
Mild steel insulated Barge
Stainless steel Road
Concrete Rail
Sphere Pipeline to other sites
Classification – Other –

PRODUCT SCOPE

MINERALS CHEMICALS VEGOILS
Crude Petrochemicals Palm oil
Gasoline Acids Soy oil
Jet fuel Base Molasses
Kerosene Solvents Oleochemical
Naphtha Lubricants Methylesters
Gasoil Alcohols Others –
Diesel Others –
LPG
Fuel oil
VGO
Others –

The above product list is an indication only, and it is not exclusive.

* For information only. Contact local port authority for detailed information.

** Flash point. K1 < 21˚C; K2 21-55˚C; K3 > 55˚C

THE LEADING PLAYER  
IN ITS SPHERE.

MAXIMUM 
DRAFT (m) 

11

OWNERSHIP  

50% VTTI

NUMBER  
OF JETTIES 

1

CAPACITY (m3)

16,000

NUMBER  
OF TANKS

242



VTT VASILIKO LTD.

Nicosia

Larnaca

Limassol

CYPRUS

08.12
VTTV, VASILIKO 
VTT VASILIKO LTD. 
CYPRUS

In November 2014, the €300m VTTV terminal, designed and 
constructed by VTTI, opened for business. Its strategic location 
makes it the first terminal of its kind in the Eastern Mediterranean, 
connecting Europe and the Black Sea with markets in the Middle 
East and Asia. The asset currently comprises 28 tanks and capacity 
of 544,000 m³, and offers access to a deep water marine jetty as 
well as to road tanker loading facilities. A Phase 2 expansion for 
crude and fuel oil is currently under evaluation and would create an 
additional 13 tanks and further capacity of 305,000 m³.

TERMINAL SPECIFICATION

TANK CAPACITY
Tank capacity 544,000 m3  (expansion project to add 

305,000m3)

Number of tanks 28 (phase 1)

JETTIES
Number of jetties 4
Maximum draft* 17m
Maximum length 280m
Maximum width Suez Max
Classification** K1, K2, K3

TYPE TANK ACCESSIBILTY
Mild steel Seagoing vessel>50m
Mild steel coated Coaster
Mild steel insulated Barge
Stainless steel Road
Concrete Rail
Sphere Pipeline to other sites
Classification K1, K2 Other –

PRODUCT SCOPE

MINERALS CHEMICALS VEGOILS
Crude Petrochemicals Palm oil
Gasoline Acids Soy oil
Jet fuel Base Molasses
Kerosene Solvents Oleochemical
Naphtha Lubricants Methylesters
Gasoil Alcohols Others –
Diesel Others –
LPG
Fuel oil
VGO
Others –

The above product list is an indication only, and it is not exclusive.

* For information only. Contact local port authority for detailed information.

** Flash point. K1< 21˚C; K2 21-55˚C; K3 > 55˚C MAXIMUM 
DRAFT (m) 

17

OWNERSHIP  

100% VTTI

NUMBER  
OF JETTIES 

4

CAPACITY (m3)

544,000
+ 305,000m3 (expansion)

NUMBER  
OF TANKS

28

THE MEDITERRANEAN’S 
NEW ENERGY HUB.
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IPOS – ST. CROIX

IPOS – ST. THOMAS BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

US VIRGIN ISLANDS

St.Croix

St.Thomas

09.1
IPOS,
VIRGIN ISLANDS 
ISLAND PROJECT AND  
OPERATING SERVICES
US VIRGIN ISLANDS

Working in close collaboration with our co-owner Vitol, IPOS  
(Island Project and Operating Services LLC) is upgrading the 
infrastructure of two power plants in the US Virgin Islands. 

The plants, on the islands of St. Croix (STX) and St. Thomas (STT), 
will be converted to run on LPG. VTTI will then operate the new 
facilities for a period of five to seven years using fuel supplied 
by Vitol.

The switch to LPG will bring direct benefits to the residents in  
the form of power bills that are up to 30% lower. Using LPG as the 
prime source of fuel will result in a 20% reduction in the emission 
of CO

2
 and the reduced emission of NOx.

The project has been commissioned by WAPA, the islands’ Water 
and Power Authority. 

CLEANER, GREENER, 
CHEAPER POWER.

MAXIMUM DRAFT (ft)

14 Single hull, St. Croix 

15 Double hull, St. Croix 

28 St. Thomas

OWNERSHIP  

100%
WAPA

NUMBER OF JETTIES
 

1 Quay Wall, St. Croix 

1 Jetty, St. Thomas

OPERATING CAPACITY (m3) 

10,000 m3 (STX)

13,750 m3 (STT)

NUMBER OF TANKS 

8 LPG (STX)

10 LPG (STT)
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Amsterdam

London Rotterdam

Antwerp
Brussels

Lille

FRANCE

BELGIUM

NETHERLANDS

GERMANY

Frankfurt

Hamburg

09.2
ROTTERDAM /
ANTWERP PIPELINE 
ROTAN 
THE NETHERLANDS / BELGIUM

VTTI has embarked on an exciting project to build a 120 km  
pipeline between the ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp. As the  
two biggest ports in Europe, they have a major impact on the 
European economy.

The RotAn pipeline (Rotterdam – Antwerp) will be the most 
technologically advanced in the region, with the latest 
generation of safety measures incorporated into its design. The 
pipeline will start at VTTI’s terminal in Rotterdam, where three 
extreme-power full booster pumps will move the product in one go 
towards the Port of Antwerp. It will also be connected to Europe’s 
shared pipeline system, as well as to a large number of customers in 
the Port of Antwerp.

A strategic position under the Zandvliet locks in Antwerp has already 
been built to support the further development of this unique project.

Although the majority of the pipeline will run underground, it will benefit 
from high-quality steel in significant quantities. In fact, the project will 
demand as much steel as it takes to build a terminal with 500,000 m³ of 
storage. This ranks it alongside many of the other major ventures that VTTI 
is developing worldwide.

CONNECTING
ROTTERDAM 
AND ANTWERP.

LENGTH (km) 

120
OWNERSHIP 

100% VTTI
48



10.0
NETWORK LOCATIONS
VTTI TERMINALS 
ADDRESSES & CONTACTS

EUROPE

EuroTank Amsterdam B.V. (ETA)
Jan van Riebeeckhavenweg 9
1041 AD Amsterdam
Harbour no: 1248
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 20 587 2121
Fax: +31(0) 20 6119 768
General Manager: 
Jack de Moel
Email: jdm@ett.vtti.com

Euro Tank Terminal B.V. (ETT)
Moezelweg 151
3198LS Europoort Rotterdam
Harbourno: 5610

Mailing address: 
P.O. Box 1000
3180 AA Rozenburg
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 18 124 0024
General Manager:
Jack de Moel 
Email: jdm@ett.vtti.com

Belgium
ATPC Terminal N.V.
Beliweg 20
Haven 279
2030 Antwerpen
Belgium
Tel +32 (0) 3303 1600
Fax +32 (0)3 303 1663
General Manager:
Gert Quint
Email: geq@atpc.vtti.com

Cyprus
VTT Vasiliko Ltd. (VTTV)
75 Mari
Larnaca, 7736
Cyprus
Tel: +357 24 257 500 
Fax: +357 24 333 299
General Manager: 
George Papanastasiou
Email: gip@vttv.vtti.com

Latvia
Ventspils Nafta Terminal Ltd. 
(VNT)
75 Talsu Street
Ventspils
LV-3602
Latvia
Tel: +371 636 640 90
Fax: +371 636 243 41 
General Manager: 
Lars Pantzlaff
Email: lap@vnt.lv

AFRICA

Kenya
VTTI Kenya Ltd.
Pipeline Road
Kipevu, Changamwe
Mombasa, Kenya

Mailing address:
P.O. Box 34223 – 80118
Mombasa, Kenya
Tel: +254 (0) 20 215 3020/1
General Manager: 
Jerome Galineau
Email: jrg@vtti.com

Nigeria
Navgas Ltd.
23 Michael Ibru Boulevard
Apapa 
Lagos
Nigeria
Tel: +234 (0)146 38 381 
Fax: +234 (0)146 38 382
General Manager: 
Ian Brown
Email: idb@navgas.vtti.com

ASIA

Malaysia
ATT Tanjung Bin Sdn Bhd (ATB)
Lot 8095-1 Wisma Atb
Petroleum Tanjung Bin
Johor, Pontian 82030
Malaysia
Tel: +607 (0) 689 6666
General Manager: 
Aernout Boot
Email: awb@vtti.com

MIDDLE EAST 

Fujairah
VTTI FujairahTerminals Ltd. 
(VTTI FTL)

Mailing address: 
P.O. Box 1592
Fujairah
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +9719 228 1188
Fax: +9719 222 8344
General Manager: 
Siavash Alishahpour
Email: sxa@ftl.vtti.com

RUSSIA

Joint Stock Company BNK
Oil Terminal
18 Sadovaya Street
238520 Baltiysk
Kaliningrad Region
Russia
Tel: +7 (0) 40145 30267
Fax: +7 (0) 40145 30267
General Manager: 
Kaspars Liepins 
Email: kls@bnk.vtti.com

NORTH AMERICA

Florida
Seaport Canaveral Corp.
555 Hwy 401
Cape Canaveral, FL 32920
United States of America
Tel: +1 321 783 4890
Fax: +1 321 783 4892
General Manager: 
Juriaan Steenland 
Email: jus@sc.vtti.com

SOUTH AMERICA

Argentina
Vitco S.A.
Camino de la Costa Brava s/n
Zárate
Provincia de Buenos Aires
B2800DCA
Argentina
Tel: +54 (0) 34 8742 3382
Fax: +54 (0) 34 8742 3382
General Manager: 
Fernando Aroca
Email: fga@vitco.vtti.com

VTTI PROJECTS

IPOS, US Virgin Islands
Randolph Harley Power Plant 
Krum Bay

Mailing address: 
P.O. Box 303388
St. Thomas
US Virgin Islands
00803-3388

Richmond Power Plant
Estate Richmond
St. Croix
US Virgin Islands
00820
Project Manager:
Richard Elliott
Email: rke@vtti.com

RotAn Pipeline,
The Netherlands / Belgium
Project Manager:
Quinten van Dam Merrett
Email: qdm@vtti.com

VTTI MAIN OFFICES

VTTI Headquarters
K.P. van der Mandelelaan 130
3062 MB Rotterdam
The Netherlands

Mailing address:
P.O. Box 1546
3000 BM
Rotterdam
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 10 4987 351
Email: info@vtti.com

VTTI Energy Partners LP
Warwick House 25-27 
Buckingham Palace Road
London 
SW1W 0PP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 3772 0110
Email: 
info@vttienergypartners.com

MISC  
ADDRESS & CONTACT

MALAYSIA 

MISC Berhad
Level 25 
Menara Dayabumi
Jalan Sultan Hishamuddin
50050 Kuala Lumpur 
Malaysia 
Tel: +603 (0) 2273 8088
Fax: +603 (0) 2273 6602
www.misc.com.my

VITOL 
ADDRESSES & CONTACTS

Please visit www.vitol.com 
for all Vitol network locations 
worldwide.
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